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The Super Hero Hash 
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Location: North Arlington 
Hares: RUN?, Dildo Shaggins, Wang 
Chunks, and TITS in absentia 
OnOnOn- The Only Cowboy Café. 
 

 
“Special” Super Heroes 
 
Virgins: Two- some cute chick brought by 

Chocolate Covered Cherry, and 
some other dude. 

Visitors:  A bunch of hashers from the 
Carolina Trash including one 
wearing a shirt that said TRASH, 
which the scribe coveted. 

 
The super heroes hash began on a beautiful 
spring day in North Arlington.  The weather 
brought out a bunch of long-time no seers 
including Das Koont, MicroSoft, Green 
Piece of Ass, BackSnatch, Number 2, 
More Than A Mouthful, and Hail Mary 
Full of Jizz.  There was also a significant 
invasion of Mt Vernon Hashers, including 
ToreAss, French Toasted, Bavarian Bush, 
BigSweatyPussy, and Hard Drive.  The 
pack started in a parking lot next to Glebe 
Road, and received a few strange looks from 
passing motorists- more than normal- 
because of the numerous costumes worn by 
various hashers.  The trail took off through 
the environs of Arlington, weaving through 
backyards, strip malls, gas stations, and 
eventually went into a park.  Big Bang and 

Duck Job were FRB’s searching for hash in 
a scenic park.  Bad Ditch and Douches 
Wild had a better idea and asked a family 
group out for a picnic if they saw three 
idiots in red tights and capes run past.  The 
pack mulled around for a while until WoWo 
was heard screaming OnOn up a trail in the 
park.  The pack doubled back and hashed 
through a figure eight, confusing the scribe 
and her companions Fuxon Command and 
Tit-Ka-Boob- was this a WH4 trail or MT 
Vernon?  There were backchecks, a figure 
eight, and numerous old dudes r*nning fast 
through the woods.  Upon seeing 
ShittyShitty BangBang she was relieved 
and thirsty, and realized that it was WH4 
because of the beer in the middle of the trail 
and the 85 hashers around me (if it was dark 
and there were 150, I’d be at EWH3).  There 
was also a Snatch Triumvirate today with 
SnatchShot, BackSnatch, and Runway 
Snatch.       
   

 
Beer Bitch: Just Carlton, who came 
prepared with his own red boot mug.   
 
At the beer check Sucks Cock for Crack 
(going undercover in Cardinal garb, 
including his chastity pants and a hat that 
looked like a French fry holder from 
McDonald’s) pulled Just Carlton out to be 
our beer bitch and we had a moment of 
silence for a former hasher – Droopy 
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Drawers- and some stories told about her by 
Bugs and ToreAss.  After the beer check the 
pack was off again, but half of the group 
was horribly lost and never found the shot 
check- Ritchie Cum-In-Hand, Tooth 
Fairy, and Test Tube Baby ran from car to 
car in traffic searching for hints about where 
the hares had placed the shot check.  The 
trail eventually ended near the start, and 
relieved hashers such as Tri-AssAThong 
and Shlong Time Cumming were seen 
rejoicing when they saw OnIn on the 
pavement.       
 

 
Off-duty Super heroes Dildo Shaggins, 
RUN?, and BriteLightsBigTitties. 
 
Violations- The dumb*sses that wore capes- 
PSA (wearing an ugly tablecloth), OwFuck 
My Cape Is Stuck, Nice Tits, 
CleoPapSmear (wearing a pot on her head, 
but she redeemed herself with cool 
underwear), and For Sale or Rent (who 
wore her shower curtain- it was quite nice)-
don’t they know that capes are a liability to 
Superheroes? You can be sucked into a huge 
fan or an airplane engine with one of those 
things.  Hare Wang Chunks also drank 
because he was not wearing the correct 
Superhero tights.  WoWo taught us a 
fantastic new hash song about Nuns, and we 
serenaded the violators and hares.      

 
The Reverend Rabbi Crack Cock 
Sacrilegious IV and Virgins 
 

 
The Super CleoPapSmear and her BVD’s 
 

 
Hashsh*t Nominees and winner Golden 
Showers for another week-maybe this time 
he will add something to the Hashsh*t. 
 
And that’s all I remember (or made up.)   
-Snatch Shot  


